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In these technologically convergent times it its tempting to imagine an end
to space and time, instead we could envisage an arrow constantly piercing
a inexhaustible horizon; not only inhabiting in an eternal present, but also
in a non-space/every-space. This vision is strongly indexed with technological products and the dreams that we have woven around them: the ‘I-mode’
and ‘WAP-enabled’ mobile telephone are emblematic, more so than ‘mobile
computing’, because they are structured around about continuous interaction and in that they are more closely integrated with the body, commonly
being worn and/or displayed as a fashion accessory. They knowingly draw
upon a materialised version of science fiction: notably that of the cyberpunk
genre; particularly that found in William Gibson’s Neuromancer, and Neal
Stephenson’s Snowcrash.
In these novels characters use a prosthetic interface to ‘jack in’ to cyberspace. Cyberspace is a no-place, a virtual reality everyplace, where there
are no limits to possibility and few rules. As a plot device for fiction,
Gibson’s idea of cyberspace is fantastic, however, it is unwieldy without the
usual constraints of rules and limits. Thus, cyberpunk writers have created
social worlds, with social norms – not that this is anything unusual, it is a
characteristic of all fantasy writing. The most innovative element has been
the construction of ‘new worlds’; this time the new world is not just another
planet, but cyberspace itself.
Why should we worry about representations of space in science fiction?
Writers such as Gibson have been employed by technology and software
companies to advise on product design, to help to shape our material
worlds. Moreover, the circulation of cyberpunk and associated ideas has
flowed into a wider circle of designers and users of related products. An
example of how a good idea can’t be kept down? Maybe, but my concern
here is to suggest that we are working with an impoverished version of
‘space’; other versions of which might create a whole range of other
possibilities, as well as avoiding some of the negative aspects of
‘ordinary space’.

puter, you cannot hope to benefit from the internet revolution. The notes
and coins, cash-based, material economy is becoming a strange sort of
ghetto, one turned inside out. Post office and banks have deserted our
deprived urban neighbourhoods; to cash a benefit cheque may require a
visit into one of the middle class suburbs, or the city itself: places where a
premium is set upon ‘face to face customer support’.
HYBRID, OR LIQUID, SPACES
Both the visionaries of cyberspace, as well as its current manifestations,
work with an implicit mind set composed of a series of dualisms: mindbody, on-off line; where identity and place have absolute, unitary and stable
meanings. Is there another way of thinking and acting through this issue; is
this the only scenario? The point of the remainder of this essay is to outline a different mode of thinking about this problem. This is not a practice
in idealism, as if simply thinking differently changed things. It is a material
act; one based upon material practices; if we would only open our eyes to
see them. The starting point is to view space not as absolute, pre-determined, and externally mapped, but instead as relative, social and relational. We need to understand technologies not as ‘silver bullets’, but as provisional, contextual, socially formed and socially forming. We should also see
identities as situationally constructed: made through interaction, whether
on, and/or off-line, and malleable, in the sense of being presented in different ways in different times, places and social settings. Hopefully, we can
pull away from the stultifying dualisms and determinisms that press down
upon us from journalism and the everyday ‘taken for granted’.
A good place to begin might be with the re-examination of the idea of
space. At first, nothing seems simpler: describe and represent the world
through its physical markers. The problem, familiar to anyone who has tried
to draw a map, is that physical markers are socially selected, depending
upon a choice being made by the maker or definer, they give differential
prominence, a preferential reading of the world. Maps are far from innocent
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It is not only that space is multiple; nor, that it is practised from within. We
must further explore how space is also crossed and transgressed, how it is
radically open to an ‘outside’, or an ‘Other’ (although, looked from this perspective, the Other is no longer ‘alien’, rather they are a ‘natural’ part).
Thus, spaces must be about travelling and movement, about leaving and
returning, longing and belonging; they are about social networks. Consider
the issue of openness; here we have to deal with the subtle interactions of
identity, space, time and movement. When we move from one place, A, to
another, B, we carry with us a ‘version’ of A, A1, with us. However, we
immediately suffer a loss: A has changed to A2 since we left, A1 is no
Perhaps we should not begin with the notion of spaces as grid squares to
locate, and to be filled up, or places to draw lines around. We should being
with people and activities and how they make spaces and places through
action and interaction. We can hold on to one aspect of the political map
version of space in the sense that we all practice our space in different
ways, and thus constitute its, and our, spatial identities in different ways.
So, our starting point should be an expectation to see spaces, not space.
Each space is the result of actions, movements and interactions; our
attempts to share and express, as well as to contest place and meaning.
mirrors of the world; they tell us as much about their makers and their
clients as of the worlds they claim to represent. Physical maps, it turns
out, may not be a good place to start to find out about space and place.
What then of the most sneaky and mistrusted maps of all: political maps?
Political maps contain traces and residues of social struggles; politics is, in
part, about a struggle to sustain sovereign territory. Political maps are
about formal social relations fixed through alliance and agreement; this is
the evidence that we see on maps. Maps are then used as tools with which
to discipline land users and to define transgressors. Political maps – all
maps - are about wishes and desires; it’s clear that they do not reflect the
messiness of real life; we might better see them as a struggle to bring the
world in line with the map rather than vice versa.
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The Drake Cup is a sixteenth century goblet thought to
have been presented to Sir Francis Drake by Elizabeth I
on his return from his journey around the world with
quantities of silver, gold and other jewels. It is an artefact that is inscribed with the imperial success of the
journey in its very make up and materials. It was an
object of curiosity for the Victorian cabinet imbued with
the imperial relationship of England to her colonies - its
people, states and nations. It signifies a relationship of
complex notions of conquest and ownership, desire and
fascination. It is encoded with references of a heterogeneous history of nationhood.

The bowl, formed from a coconut, is finely carved with the arms of Queen Elizabeth, the arms of Sir Francis Drake
with the date 1580, and a representation of the Golden Hind being towed towards the Isles of the Moluccas. The
vase shaped stem is supported by the figure of a dragon, perhaps alluding to the arms used by Drake. The domed
cover is chased with sea-monsters and ships and is surmounted by a model of the Golden Hind on a globe.(1)

The Drake Cup
An Elizabeth 1 coconut cup and cover with silver-gilt mounts

The trading routes became the networks or passages
for movement of people, materials, crops and goods –
the establishment of the global flow of colonial commercial enterprise. On the other hand for people who survived the journey of the established trading routes
between Britain and her colonies, the passage itself
became a significant point of change for the individual
person – inhabited by memories, traces and stories of
trauma, desire and loss, of conflicting emotions of
anger, pleasure.

The race and competition between European countries
including Britain, Spain, Holland, Portugal, France, to
conquer, discover and claim the land and seas was at
its highest in the late 16th century. It could be said that
it culminated in the circumnavigation of the world by Sir
Francis Drake (1577 – 1580), who made use of the
Portuguese and Spanish oceanographic charts to establish one of the most prominent trading routes between
Europe and the colonies for future years.

Who is Mintah without her body? Her body is owned by another. Her name is not attached to anything. Her name needs a body to
place itself. Just as her body needs land to recognise its name. (07)

Land will be a dream then nothing. I live in the past and dream in the future. I remain between my life that is over and my life to
come. The sea keeps me between my life. Time runs on the spot, neither backwards nor forwards. (05)

My body belongs to the sea. Salt rubs itself all over it. My body belongs to the Zong. Wood presses its print where I lie. And the captain of the Zong. He has me marked in a ledger as his. The crew know they can do whatever they please with it since it is theirs too
before it is mine. My body belongs to everyone but me. I move in it like a thief. I do not belong to it. All this journey it is trying to
separate itself from me, to be rid of me once and for all. My body seems to think that if it dies it will kill me, the intruder in it. (06)
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SIGNS AND MARKERS

In the beginning there was the urge to make work in the North, and a
sense of poetics which engaged with the seemingly remote. Then with new
technologies there was an expectation about making work in the North, and
its potential. The dialogue between these poetics and expectations form
the dynamic of this writing.
Of all corners of the world, North is the furthest. It is the most elusive and the
least circumscribed, an ill-defined space rather than a delineated place. An
old Russian joke has it, that there are no roads in Russia, only directions.
Likewise the North is a direction to which the compass needle points but
never arrives; the North lacks locality, territoriality, borders and other signs
of our rational geometrical civilisation. (1)
How culturally specific are these definitions of space? Are the signs
of North Europe similarly provisional? We’ll go Westwards, to the
Scottish North…

Throughout the next two days, we walk most of the southern part of the
island. Pictish stones, tales of exile, massacre and government troops,
journeys to caves, the finding of objects both beautiful and profane. A mat
of rainbow-coloured sea-tangle, both natural and man-made: fibres seaweed
shells and feathers introduced by the waves and then driven on the shore
after years of interweaving at sea.
This mat becomes an icon; a reminder of the impossibility of separating the
natural and the cultural. We scan it at high resolution before the smell
becomes too much and it gets thrown outside. Nesting birds unpick the
strands of fabric and disperse them to the rookeries.
We follow up some of the ideas from the walks: we look up Eigg Island on a
web search only to find Egg Island. This seems like a mistake but we click
to go there anyway. Egg Island is off Nova Scotia. Many of the islands’ people went there during the Highland Clearances. No coincidence after all…
the island seems to be more than itself in the click of a mouse button.
Many of the reminiscences and experiences of this alter-island parallel the
life of the Hebrides in uncanny ways. (6)
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Prior to the invention of powered flight, early cartography was constructed
from a terrestrial perspective, augmented by oral and material devices. This
act of mapping was intimately connected to the scale and experience of the
body with its relationship to the earth. The resultant map was the speculation of an aerial, celestial point of view that embodied mythical and telluric
experience: the map and the experience being one. The advent of aerial
photography changed our perspective of the landscape, shifting cartographic and cultural codes. Maps became externalised, mediated, devices that
delivered a prosthetic relationship with body and landscape.
In this event map and experience became dislocated. 7

New senses of island are generated in response to our findings. A collection of inter-related micro-movies are built, making our specific experiences
into a network of relations. An experiential map and history in one. Film,
scans, stills and relations to the world beyond can all be amalgamated into
our work, which becomes a dialogue with each other and our responses to
place.
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The Landscape & Identity; Language & Territory eBooks and Creative Labs are a
demonstration of the possibilities for collaborations between the arts, academia
and civil society organisations using new media and technology. They aim to extend
understandings and establish models of how artists and designers creative use of
technologies can link and strengthen cultural and civil society agendas.
LILT is part of SoMa’s Liquid Geography research theme.
The focus of the eBooks is an exploration of how innovative uses of media and new
technologies can transform our perception of other societies and cultures, territories
and places, and provide enabling tools which are a catalyst for the development of
new ideas. They act in tandem with a series of Creative Labs held by Proboscis and
INIVA to explore these questions.
As part of a collaboration with INIVA (the Institute for International Visual Arts)
Proboscis has commissioned four new eBooks on the themes of Landscape & Identity;
Language & Territory. The eBooks are experimental pilots examining how innovative
uses of new technologies may bridge a range of disciplines to make ideas and
knowledge available to diverse communities.

We make a map for ourselves through our journeyings ideas findings and
listenings. We incorporate history, the entangled web of natural and manmade, the ferry crew reading the Sun. Interviews, environments, the eerie
silence of the last house on the island still owned by the ex-landlord Keith
Schellenberg. Damp furniture, peeling walls, and a room made up to
appear as if a dead body was left in the bed. Shoes poking out from the
bedspread, a huddled hump under the sheets, and a straw head covered by
a book. Undisturbed since he left the island, the house remains an anomaly, a place abandoned in time, a monument to a less cooperative era.
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DIFFUSION eBooks are PDF files designed to be downloaded, printed out and made into
booklets by the reader - a simple and effective mode of publishing that bypasses many
of the problems encountered by small presses and specialist publishers. The DIFFUSION
format challenges conventions of interactivity - blending the physical and the virtual
and breaking the dominance of mouse and screen as the primary forms of human
computer interaction.
DIFFUSION eBooks are free to download and distribute – electronically or as material
objects.
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